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De Groojt and ‘Verbeek have both asked for an example of a compact Hausdorff space which is 
not supercompact. It is shown here that if X is nor pseudocompact! then fiX is not supercompact. 
It is done in the more general setting of Wallman compactificatiom!~. 
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I. Introduction 
A family of sets is centered if every finite subcollection has non-empty intersec- 
tion. A family of sets is 1inke.d if the intersection of every pair of its members is 
non-empty. Alexander’s lemma states, that a space X is 4:ompact pa:ecisely when X 
possesses a closed subbase such that every centered subcollection has non-empty 
intersection. Paralleling this lemma.! De Gnrrot introduc,ed the following definition 
in [4]. A, space X is supercompact if X pos~‘e:sses a closed subbase such that every 
linked subcollection has non-empty intersection. Such a subbase is called a binary 
subbase. By Alexander’s lemma, every supercompac t Sp2iice is compact . 
Examples of supercompact spaces are $er,tiful, For a g,ood introduction to 
supercompactness, ee Verbeek’s book on superextensions 1141. Every compact 
totally OLL - -A snare is supercompact by its left ;md right ravs. A space is treelike if _ 
it is connected and every 2 points can be separated. by a third., Brouwer and 
Schrijver [3] have shown that all compact trleelike sp(aces are suy 7rcompaca. De 
Groot prolied that all compact polyhedra are ssrpercompact. He conjectured that: all 
compact metric spaces are supercompact. O’Connor [8] showed that a compact 
dense in itself metric space is supercompact. Using a differewi approach, Strok an; 
[9] proved this conjecture in its e 
ap in G’CTonnor’s proof. Produ 
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spac;s, and products CJ~ compact reelike spaces.. See Szym&&:i and Turzanski [lo], 
c: Groat and Schnarr: [S], and Van NIill [l2], respectively. 
ln [4], De Groat :ifaises the question “!Are all compact ausdofl spaces 
supercompact. 3”. An ~r~xample of acompact “J+space that is not supercompact had 
been constructed at th ::::t time by Verbeek. This paper shows the existence of a large 
class of Wal%man coal;:)actifications which are not supercompact. I use Rink’s [d] 
notion of a normal l:ase for a completely regular HausdorfI space. All spaces 
considered are compls: tely regular Hausdorff. 
itions 
A family 9 of subsets oc a space X is a ring if it is closed under finite unions and 
finite intersections. It is disjunctbe if for eve.ry closed set F in X and x 6 F, there is 
a B E $3 with x E B and E f’7 F = 8. 3 is mrnal if disjoint. members of 9 are 
rontaincd in dicioint complements of _member~ of a. A normal Base for X is a base -v..-----i- - I -- a----- 
for the closed sets of X that is a normail di!Gjunctive ring of sets. To each normal 
base 9 for X is associated aWallman co!mpactification f X, Y = &B), chaiacter- 
ized by 
(1) {A, B} G 4w implies Cl&4 n B) = Cl,A n ClJ?, 
(2) (Cl~i6: B E a) is a base for the closed sets of Y. 
For a discussion of o(.$B) see Alb and Shapiro [2]. 
Let SB be a normal base for X. Two subsets of X are 9#-!repczra;!eedi if Gwy are 
contained in disjoint members of 3. X is !4?3 -pseudocompact if there does not exist 
{C,, : n < a)} and {c, : n c o} with the properties: 
(a) For each n < WI, cn E Cn c X. 
(b) Forall n#m, (-=,fWm=$. 
(c) For each A c ccp, (c,, : n E A } and X - U {C. : n E A i are @-separated. 
If 3 is the collection of all zerosets of X, then SB -pseudocompact is equivalent o 
pseudocgnrpact . 
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Thus there exists O! # p in J&,-~ with D,, - U (Cal: 0 s i <: n) c <Ja n Cp. Con- 
tradiction. Choose dn E I&, - U(C,,: 0~ i c n} and Jt, ~Jcln-l, I.& I= ml such 
that 4, e U {CtS : p E A,,}. d,,, a,!, A,, satisfy the inductive hyjpotheses. Consider 
(d,: n < w) and {a,,: n < o}. If i <: n, then & $E Cq b:f (2). If n < i, then ar E &_, c 
& by (3) and (1). Now by (4) rdn G C,. Hence, d,, E D,, - U (C=, : i # n}.O 
Lemma 3.2. Let 9 be a normal blase for X, Y = ~(48) &znd 9 be a subbase for the 
closed sets of 1y which is closed under finite interxctiloiiros. Let Es, V be 9’3 -separated 
s&sets of X with W infini;fe. Then tihelre xists S E 9 and B EE 58 with I U n S 1 = 1 U I, 
S g;; Cl,B and B n V = ;B. 
Proof. Let (Bn, 82) c 98 SU& that Lr c B1, V C BZ and Br f7 .& ::= 0. $0 normal basle 
implies tlhere exists (C’, B} z SB with C I? Br = 0, B n BZ = fl and C tJ 13 = IC. 
Hence Cl& n ClyBI = lfl and Cl& U CluB = Y. 
For each K E Cl&, pick Zz a finite subset of 9 such that x $5 U R’> and 
ClyBl c U &. By compactness, there exists {xl., . . ., x,,) 5 ClyC with C1.C <: 
U{Y-U8$,: PGQx}= Y -’ U % for some Z finite subset of 9 since 9’ is 
closed under finite intersections. Thus U %’ c Cl,&. Also U c Cl,& !z U 2’. Pick 
S E % with I U n S I= 1 U 1. Then, S ano B are as required.D 
Theorem 3.3. Let 3 be a normal base for X and Y = w (Se ). Y supercompact implies 
X is 93 -pseudocompact. 
IWof. Let 9’ be a binq closed subbase for Y. Let 9’ = ( n 2’: % is a finite subset 
(of 9”). 9 is a binary closed subbase for Y closed under ;I nite intersections. I shall 
work with 9 Assume X is not 9J -pseudocompact. Then there Iexists {Cn : n < o} 
and (c, : rz K M) such that: 
(a) For each n < 0, c, E (Cm c X. 
(b) For all n f m, C,,, n C, = 0. 
(c) For e&t A CW, {c,,: ~a EA) and X- U{C,: I’! E 
each of cardinality w and any 2 of which meet i
Lemma 3.2 with U = 
}, {%$;yEA) and get {D,:n<w)~%, {a,:n<o}C with 
u(%&: i# n}. Apply Lemm 3.2 with U = C n td{Rr n < w} and 
.:nCw}andget SEY, BE@? with 
lcnu{ .:n<w}nSl=o, ScClJ3 and OJ! ,:n<o}. 
ck G 9; cr with {c~, G} &- S n U {II,, : n e o}. For some i # j, c, E 
ence: iI& = G, Dj = C and C, E 9&, Ct E 9& Thus cs E Sq and cr E Saj. 
construction, {D!,:nctO}n%piGj -0. Now JPnB,,~B,,~U{D,,:nc 
0) fl U Q&, n U Va, = 0. Therefore 
ut c,. E S,, n S=,, c, E S h) Sa,, cr E S n Sal. This contradicts Isp being binary. Hence 
X is % qpseudo6xxnpact.a 
Let PX be the Stone42ch compactification qf X. /3X supercompact 
implies 21: z’s pseudocompact. 
oaf. L& Z(X) be the collection of all zerosets of X. Then Z(X) is a normal base 
for X and o@(X)) = /3X. Hence: X is Z(X)-pseudocompact, 
QseUdoComQact .[7 
but this is just 
By Yhe!orem 3.3, @I is not !upercompact, yet it is a closed subspace of a power 
of the closed unit interval which Is supercompact. Hence, this property is not a 
closed hereditary property. It follows easily that no infinite compact extrcmall) 
disconnected space is supercorlpact. For, such a space is the Stone-C&h &mpac- 
tification of each dense subspxe and no infinite space can have al? of its dense 
subspaces pseudocompact. After the author wrote this paper? a more penet:rating 
an;alysis of tGs topic was given by Van Douwen and Van Mill1 [ 111. They show the 
existence of a compact separable first countable: Hausdotif space which is not 
supercompact. Moreover, a gelneralization of Thrsorem 3.3 appears inn [la] and Van 
ill [53]. 
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